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A delightful doodled blend of whimsical detail and mesmerizing motif! Pattern artist Angie Grace

brings you 50 original coloring designs suitable for adults and older children. In this volume you'll

find fanciful filigrees, perky pinwheel inspired symmetry and charmingly cheerful cycling curves and

swirls.  Artwork is printed on one side of the page only and has been drawn with marker artists and

colored pencil fans in mind. (Crayon artists, keep your sharpener handy!)
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I find myself reaching for this book again and again when I'm in the mood to color. Some of the

drawings are more simple and open, which is perfect when I'm not in the mood for tedious detail. I

mostly use colored pencils with this book, and have very good results. I have used crayons on some

of the more wide open designs. I have a large collection of quilting fabrics, so I like to pull out a

fabric at random, and use that for my color palette for the drawing for the evening.I often color when

I watch TV in the evenings, and I really feel like it has helped calm my anxiety.

The designs are fun and clear, perfect for coloring in all types of media. I'm really enjoying coloring

these with markers. The book is a nice size and the designs are printed on one side only and there

are a good number of designs in each book. I will enjoy getting more of these Angie Grace

books.The paper is very nice. A heavier weight with a smooth finish, it takes markers beautifully and



crisply. They still bleed through, but since only one side is printed, the bleed is not a problem. I use

one of the blanks under the pages and I'm good to go. Colored pencils also do well.

This is the second book of the Patterns Series by Angie Grace.What can I say? This book is truly

filled with Whimsy. I always look through my books and sometimes I will see pages that I'm not

looking forward to coloring. This is not the case in Whimsy. Each design looks fun! They have just

the right amount of challenge to them. This would be a good book for any coloring level.The designs

are all on one side so you can use markers. I prefer Ultra Fine Bic Mark Its.If you love coloring,

seriously give this one a try!

I loved all the Designs and patterns very well pleased and I love that it was heavy paper printed on

one side

Many hours have been spent coloring these wonderful designs. It's just like having a therapy

session. Very healing and relaxing.

very nice, I order a lot of different color books, and this brand my first, this is great, its full of one

sides pics, lots of times the pics are two sides and the color bleeds so you cannot color on the back

side, these are very nice, so many pages! its huge!

This book is full of square, symmetrical designs. The designs incorporate a variety of different

shapes and elements, including flowers, columns, arrows, etc. All of the designs are abstract, and

feature repeating patterns. These are great designs for people who love symmetry. Here are the

important specs:- Designs are printed on one side of page.- Paper weight is fairly light. Markers will

definitely bleed through. A piece of paper behind the page you're coloring will solve those problems,

and I happily color this book with my Sharpies and Bics.- All designs are square-shaped,

symmetrical, repeating patterns- Pages are not perforated.- These designs are larger and

somewhat easier than some other Angie Grace books. There are fewer tiny spaces than in my other

AG books. I can color many of these designs with fine tipped (as opposed to ultra fine) markers.-

The beauty of these designs (and of all the AG books) is that no matter what colors you choose, the

designs end up looking amazing. These books are fool-proof (not that there are any "wrongs" in

coloring, but it's impossible for these to not look good at the end).I own a number of Angie Grace

books and love them all. I have never regretted a purchase of an Angie Grace book. They offer



hours of beautiful coloring.

Delightful book by Angie Grace. I love the designs because they have lots of potential for bringing

out the quirky movement in the designs. Or perhaps a sense of three dimensional layering look is

possible. That's what I like about her coloring books; lots of possibilities to enjoy creating with

shading done by either colored pencils or alcohol markers. No two finished designs will be the

same.Some of the particulars of this coloring book:~ self published by Angie Grace~ generous

count of 50 designs~ 8.5" x 8.5" square book~ designs are 7"x7"~ each design has a border frame~

pages are not perforated and have to be cut out of the book if you want to share around the coloring

table or display~ each design has a dedicated page~ blank on the back~ good quality paper, takes

to coloring pencils the best, though there might be some indentations on the paper~ the paper is

absorbent, so any wet medium such as alcohol and gel markers will likely bleed through~ excellent

printing resolution
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